Webinar 3 –
Effective family
violence safety
planning with
Indigenous
families.
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Family Violence Webinar Series
Webinar 1 - 9th April, 2:30-4:30 (NSW Bme) - Set the Context Indigenous Australians' experiences of family violence (available on
catch up)
Webinar 2 -1st May, 2.30-4.30pm (NSW Bme): EﬀecBve family
violence risk assessment with Indigenous families.
Case management fundamentals for working with Indigenous
families in the context of family violence Part 1: risk assessment how to assess risk. With a focus on how VACCA does this.
Webinar 3 – 6th June, 2.30-4.30pm (NSW Bme): EﬀecBve family
violence safety planning with Indigenous families.
Case management fundamentals for working with Indigenous
families in the context of family violence Part 2: safety planning how to develop, implement and monitor safety plans. With a focus
on how VACCA does this.
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Today’s Webinar Topics
1. SeIng the scene – Family Violence Risk
Management
2. Knowledge needed to complete safety plans

3. ComplePng safety plans with Indigenous clients
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1. SeTng the
scene – Family
Violence Risk
Management

Family Violence Risk Management
Family violence risk management plans should address key features of
risk assessments.
• By complePng a risk assessment you are able to use that informaPon
to assess the likelihood and severity of future violence and
implement a risk management plan.
•

PotenPal risk to vicPms and children can change rapidly, risk
assessments must be monitored and reviewed regularly. The
informaPon that you gather will conPnue to inform risk management
strategies moving forward. As the risk assessment changes this
needs to be reﬂected in the risk management plan.

•

Risk management strategies for vicPms of family violence include the
development of risk management plans and also processes that help
implement the plans to keep vicPms safe or help them access
supports. It is important to consider that a strategy used to maximise
the eﬀecPveness of the risk management plans oUen includes
supporPng the engagement of a vicPm or family members with
referral services and working to get a collaboraPve approach by all
services involved.
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Family Violence Risk Management &
your organisaBon
Like risk assessments, risk management planning is also part of an
organisaPonal and pracPce framework. To ensure safety of vicPms
and manage risk eﬀecPvely, it is criPcal that there is an alignment
between professionals undertaking this work especially within the
organisaPon but hopefully with other external professionals.
Things for your organisaPon to consider include;
• The purpose for conducPng a risk assessment and the
procedures to manage idenPﬁable risks.
• the amount of Pme that is reasonable to spend doing an
assessment and any follow up work for referrals

Family Violence Risk Management &
your organisaBon
OrganizaPonal contexts ma[er in assessing and responding to family
violence, for example:
• how will immediate safety issues be addressed in the risk
management plan? What are the procedures within your
organisaPon? For both adults and children.
•

Is there a process for the team leader to contact workers if they
have not returned to the work place at a scheduled Pme? This is
most relevant where there are known risks to the client and or
workers.

•

How will you manage diﬀering opinions of safety between
families and professionals?

•

What are the current laws in your state or territory and what are
you legally required to do and by when? Is your organizaPon clear
about these requirements?

Family Violence Risk Management & your
organisaBon
Examples of broader organisaPonal consideraPons
• What support and supervision process are in place to both
guide staﬀ and ensure that there is senior oversight of risk
management processes.
• What are the expectaPons regarding case recording for risk
management procedures?
• What process does the organisaPon and pracPPoner have in place
to monitor risk and safety?
• Is there any legislaPon that the organisaPon needs to follow ?

What is safety?
•

The main areas of safety that VACCA looks at:
Ø VicPm Safety –this includes looking at the vicPms and
other vulnerable members of the family physical and
emoPonal safety
Ø Risks posed by the perpetrator-this means that to
address a vicPms safety you need to speciﬁcally look at
these risks
Ø Cultural Safety-this means for Aboriginal people the way
assessments and plans are developed need to reﬂect an
understanding of cultural safety. Also, it means ensuring
a vicPms cultural needs are considered
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Safety Considerations
•

•

•
•

•

Safety can mean diﬀerent things for diﬀerent people. It can
also mean diﬀerent things to vicPms within the same family
unit.
As professionals, we have a role to support the vicPms and the
families we work with to avoid and/or reduce the likelihood of
future family violence.
We also have a responsibility to hold perpetrators accountable
and provide them with resources and opPons for support.
We also have a responsibility to work with vicPms and families
to increase the safety of their children and reduce the
likelihood of exposure of family violence.
It is important to remember that children who live in fear and
are in a constant state of alert have reduced capacity to
develop well.
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Client Safety
Key components of increasing the safety for the vicPms and
families include creaPng a safety plan, assessing the safety
risks to the vicPm, child, parent or others, look at the
protecPve factors and address the gaps.
You might also plan with the vicPm and their family about
how to access services safely. This includes where and when
contact can occur, if it is safe to leave voice messages or send
text messages. You might even need to support the family to
make up a cover story in case they are seen with a counsellor
etc..
It is important to consult with the vicPm about what resources or
acPviPes that would make them feel safe. For example they might
suggest security cameras, sensor lights etc..
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Risks posed by the perpetrator
To develop a safety plan for vicBms, you need to consider what are
risks posed by perpetrators.
For example:
Does the perpetrator have a weapon such as a gun? Have they
threatened the vicPm with household items that could be used as a
weapon such as a hammer?
Has there been an escalaPon in severity and/or frequency of violence
by the perpetrator?
Does the perpetrator have a pa[ern of past violent relaPonships?
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Risks posed by the perpetrator
Has the perpetrator ever harmed or threatened to harm the vicPm or
other family members?
Has the perpetrator sexually assaulted the vicPm?
Does the perpetrator threaten to harm pets?
Does the perpetrator have signs of mental illness, misuse of drugs or
alcohol or is unemployed?
Does the perpetrator have a history of breaching Court Orders?
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Cultural Safety
Our identity, belonging, stability and protection create
meaning and connection for Aboriginal peoples,- ‘cultural
safety’.
Cultural safety is when respect and recognition of Aboriginal
culture creates a sense of meaning and purpose for
Aboriginal peoples.
For all peoples culture is essential for spiritual, emotional
and social growth and maintenance.
For the Aboriginal peoples, culture is our spear and shield;
our resistance and their resilience.
If we feel safe in our culture and identity in your
organisations and workplaces we will flourish rather than
shrink in on ourselves.
Cultural safety is required for both victims to be safe and
heal and for workers to feel able to provide appropriate
supports and help address vicarious trauma
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Worker wellbeing
At VACCA we understand that
•
•
•
•

working in the family violence ﬁeld can be both rewarding and
challenging.
Self care is important for the pracPPoner
There may be risk to pracPPoners own safety and wellbeing,
especially if you are working with known perpetrators of violence
ideas to increase safety (but not limited to):
-Senior knowledge & oversight of home visits
-Plan for manager to call.
-Discuss code word in case further assistance is required.
-Two workers at home visits.
-Don’t park in driveways, if it’s a risky home visit
- Duress alarms can be installed in meePng rooms
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Worker wellbeing
Examples of self care in the work place include;
•

Access debrieﬁng

•

Use supervision to plan visits and interviews if they are
challenging

•

Access formal services such as EAP if they are available

•

Use supervision as a means of self reﬂecPon

•

UPlising leave frequently
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What is a safety plan?
•

Safety planning is about preparing for all the ‘what if…’ scenarios
that are unique to individuals. SomePmes one safety plan is
appropriate for the whole family but more oUen than not, each
family member will need their own safety plan. It is important
especially that children are considered separately from the adults
in safety planning.

•

We also need to be mindful of the fact that somePmes young
people can be both vicPms and perpetrators at the same Pme. In
this case the parent/caregiver may require two separate safety
plans. This would depend on the risks of each relaPonship. It is
important to keep in mind the developmental stages of the young
person.
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Creating a safety plan?
•

Safety plans are used to idenPfy and document the
steps that are required to reduce risk and provide a
sense of safety to all vicPms of family violence.

•

Safety plans are used to avoid serious injury, manage
crisis and to ensure the safety of children.

•

Safety plans should consider the physical, social,
emoPonal, ﬁnancial, cultural and psychological aspects
of the vicPms life.
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Creating a safety plan?
•

Adult vicPms must be involved in creaPng safety plans
and in some cases may want to create their own.

•

Safety plans need to be individually tailored to vicPms
needs.

•

Safety plans should look at the safety needs of all
family members, including each individual child.

•

Safety plans need to be realisPc and meaningful to
the family.

•

Safety plans need to consider online and social media
safety.
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Safety plans should include:
•

As safety plans are created based on individual needs,
each plan may look diﬀerent depending on the type of
violence they are experiencing.

•

As a minimum, safety plans should include:

Ø

Contact numbers:
- For family violence support services
- For emergencies and/or aUer hours services

Ø

IdenPfy a “safe place” for the vicPm to go if
there is a crisis or they are in danger.
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Safety plans should
include:
Ø An idenPﬁed family member, friend or neighbour
who can support the vicPm in an emergency. Staﬀ
should take note of their contact details. Plan for
what kind of support would be required and able to
be provided from this person and encourage the
vicPm to discuss this with them as soon as possible.

Ø Plan for the vicPm to have access to money in an
emergency. For example you might idenPfy that the
vicPm can save $20 in a secret pocket somewhere in
the car for emergency fuel.
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Safety plans should include:
Ø An idenPﬁed place to store important documents and
valuables. This might include a storage space, a
friends house etc..
Ø Explore the broader kinship network within the
whole of community context and idenPfy ways to
reduce any potenPal risk and increase safety.
Ø A safety plan must address any barriers to the vicPm
to implemenPng their safety plan. Such as
arrangement for pets if they have to leave,
addressing any mobility or communicaPon diﬃculPes
etc..
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Safety plans for unborn children:
•

As pregnancy is a high risk Pme, all pregnant women
should plan for the safety of their unborn baby.

•

Things to address with women include:
- strategies to enable them access to antenatal
appointment
- strategies for the physical protecPon of being
pushed and falling and blows to the abdominal
area
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Safety plans for children:
•

Children may require their own safety plan.
Depending on the situaPon, this plan might need to
be shared with the child’s protecPve parent or carer,
their teachers or any others who are involved in their
care.

•

VACCA would only give a copy of the safety plan to
the child if it was safe to do so and meaningful to the
child.

•

The safety plan may need to be created in a format
that the child can understand and relate to.
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Safety plans for children:
•

Things to consider when planning for children’s
safety:
- safe keeping of security toys
- availability of bo[les, dummies, nappies etc.
- copies of Family Court Orders
- prevenPon of abducPon
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Safety plans for children must
include at a minimum:
Ø A safe place to go to when they feel unsafe. If the
children are older talk about how they might get
there and when they will go there. Have
conversaPons about what they might need in this
space and when they will know it is safe enough to
leave.
Ø Help the child idenPfy a trusted person to go to for
help. Record their name and contact details for future
reference. Ask the child what they expect the support
person to do to help them.
Ø The child might like to develop a code word.
Something they can tell a trusted person without the
perpetrator’s knowledge.
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VACCA’s Safety Plan

VACCA’s Safety Plan

VACCA’s Safety Plan

Links to Safety Plan examples
h[ps://www.dcp.wa.gov.au/CrisisAndEmergency/FDV/
Documents/2015/
PracPceTool4Personalsafetyplantemplate.pdf

h[ps://whwest.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/
Safety_Plan2.pdf

h[p://womenssafetyservices.com.au/index.php/safety/safetyplanning-for-leaving

REFLECTIVE POINT

Comments and QuesPons

2. Knowledge
needed to
complete safety
plans

What you need to know to complete
safety plans with your clients
Prior to safety planning, VACCA understands that:
- Usually vicPms have had some form of
interpersonal relaPonship with the perpetrator. The
connecPon to this relaPonship can vary and change
at any point rapidly.
- VicPms will have ideas and concepts about their
own safety
- VicPms have usually implemented a number of tools
and strategies to increase safety prior to supports
from professionals. It is important to honour this
and build on it if possible.

What you need to know to complete
safety plans with your clients
Key information needed for safety planning will be gathered
through the risk assessment process and will include;

- Who is the perpetrator?
- What is their pa[ern of behaviour?
- Where are they at the present Pme?
- Who is the relaPonship between? Is there any form of
dependence?

What you need to know to complete
safety plans with your clients
Key information needed for safety planning will be gathered
through the risk assessment process and will include;
- What is the history of family violence
- Who are the vicPms and perpetrators mob and/or community
connecPons
- How will these connecPons impact on the family to
access services. Will it compromise safety?
- What resources are available to the vicPm and their
family? Are the support people based in rural or
regional areas and quickly accessible?

What you need to know to complete safety
plans with your clients
Key information needed for safety planning will be gathered
through the risk assessment process and will include;
- Are there any Court Orders in place for the Children? Are
there any contact arrangements?
- Are there siblings with diﬀerent safety concerns? For
example planning for the future sibling 1 might not have a
relaPonship with the perpetrator meanwhile it might be a
parent to sibling 2
- You would also want to know what impact the violence is
having on access to things such as educaPon, cultural
acPviPes and community parPcipaPon/events – can these
issues be addressed?

ProtecBve Factors
It is important to understand each VicPm and their families risk,
in context of their individual circumstances. An important part
of this can be achieved by idenPfying any protecPve factors
that might miPgate current or future risk of further FV.
ProtecPve factors are skills, strengths, resources, supports or
coping strategies in individuals, families, communiPes or the
wider society that help people deal more eﬀecPvely with
stressful events

Applying ProtecBve Factors
Workers should take each protecPve factor into account
when conducPng risk assessment/management tasks.
Workers can help vicPms ﬁnd ways to conPnue to engage
with their protecPve factors.
VACCA acknowledge that Culture and Kinship are protecPve
factors for Aboriginal families. If a vicPm is required to
relocate we need to explore the loss of these supports and
ﬁnd alternaPve protecPve factors.

LimitaBons of safety planning
At VACCA we understand that the perpetrator’s use
of family violence is directly located in the history
and impacts of colonisaPon, structural inequaliPes
and gendered power relaPonships.

We understand that the perpetrator will not simply
cease using violence because the vicPms have
accessed supports and there is a safety plan.

LimitaBons of safety planning
At VACCA we understand that
•

family violence is directly related to the impacts of colonisaPon,
structural inequaliPes and gendered power relaPonships.

•

Perpetrators will not cease using violence because the vicPms
have accessed supports and there is a safety plan.

•

leaving an inPmate partner relaPonship places vicPms at higher
risk of life threatening family violence.

•

EﬀecPve safety planning can only occur when done with the
vicPm and is constantly reviewed.

REFLECTIVE POINT
How would you rate your
knowledge of risk
management & safety
planning? How will you
build your knowledge in this
space?

3. CompleBng
safety plans
with Indigenous
clients

What caseworkers need to consider
important in safety planning
• That the safety of each individual family member has been
considered and planned for.
• The safety plan has been shared with relevant services if applicable.
For example children’s teachers, child care providers, employers
etc.
• That the plan is appropriate and relevant for the family. For
example, all contact numbers are current and connected.

Cultural consideraBons needed
when safety planning
- The vicPms and perpetrators connecPon to country
- The fear of deaths in custody
- The fear of child protecPon
- The fear of lateral violence
- The fear of community backlash
- If families are relocaPng, the need for some agencies
requirement to have ‘proof of Aboriginality’.

Cultural consideraBons needed
when safety planning
- Safety planning needs to include cultural and community events.
- The emoPonal and psychological barriers for those considering
crisis services.
- When planning for children, how to keep them safe and connected
to their family, culture and community. In parPcular for those that
will not be living with Aboriginal care providers.
- Do not embarrass/shame the family by the quesPon or the
situaPon if a safety plan failed.
- Be aware that literacy levels will vary from client to client
- Not all clients are auditory based and somePmes visual or
other methods or tools will need to be used

Case Study

CASE STUDY
- What safety concerns do you
think Kim would be more worried
about?
-If you were the worker, what
areas would you think are
important to cover in a safety
plan?

CASE STUDY – VACCA’s approach
From a VACCA perspecPve, during the ﬁrst session we would:
- Met Kim in a space that was comfortable for her both culturally and
physically.
- Arranged for another worker to engage with the children outside of
the interview (with Kim’s consent).
- We would not have completed an interview type risk assessment
- We would have told Kim why we were asking her sensiPve quesPons
and acknowledged that it must be diﬃcult for her to discuss.
- We would of spoken to Kim about the risk of further family violence
- We would of discussed risk management opPons (legal, counselling
and other referrals) and planned for Kim’s and the children’s safety.
- Followed up with Kim at an agreed Pme.

CASE STUDY – VACCA’s approach
From a VACCA perspecPve, during the second session we
would:
- Met Kim in a space that was comfortable for her both
culturally and physically.
- Review the risk assessment from the previous session as new
informaPon had potenPally altered risk.
- We would explain to Kim why we were re-assessing their
risk.
- We would of spoken to Kim about the risk of further family
violence
- We would discuss risk management opPons (legal,
counselling and other referrals) and planned for Kim’s and
the children’s safety.

CASE STUDY – VACCA’s approach
ConsideraPons for safety planning:
• Explore how oUen Kim’s ex-partner comes around to the house and his
pa[ern of behaviour.
• Explore the perpetrator’s weapon use. Did he already have a knife or
did he reach for it because it was convenient?
• Is the friends house secure? Does he know where it is? Has he turned
up there before?
• We would want to know what the Police were doing about the report.
• By Kim staPng that this is the worse it has ever been, we would want to
know how is it diﬀerent.
• We would want to know what safety measures are in place at the
childcare and school.
• Speak with Kim about the risks to her and the children if she was to
return home.
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